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High Performance Drive Solutions High Performance Drive Solutions 
for the Pumping Industryfor the Pumping Industry
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Compact Pumping SolutionsCompact Pumping SolutionsCompact Pumping Solutions

Compact motor format:
– Short end-turns on stator permits high torque/volume ratio.

Flexible motor format:
– Variable form factor permits integration with a wide variety of pump 

loads with minimal re-design.

Real and exploded view of a mechanically 
integrated Pitot-tube pump and SR Drive® motor.

The variable speed performance and high overload torque available from 
SR Drive® systems mean that in many cases gearboxes and belt drives 
can be eliminated from the drive train.  These factors are particularly 
significant when pumping high viscosity products at low temperature 
and/or contaminated with solid matter.  Taking this a stage further, the 
very flexible form factor of the SR Drive® motor is ideally suited to direct 
integration onto the pumps itself.  In this way the entire conventional drive 
train can be eliminated saving cost, space and alignment uncertainty.

The new VSR-2100 from Weir Pumps is an excellent example of such 
integration.  Weir Pumps and SR Drives Manufacturing Ltd have jointly 
developed a fully integrated Roto-jet pump and SR Drive® system whose 
foot print is around one third of a conventionally coupled system.
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Pump Condition MonitoringPump Condition MonitoringPump Condition Monitoring

An ‘intelligent’ pumping system:
– Processor based controller permits monitoring of system conditions.

Detection of cavitation conditions:
– Torque/speed conditions analogous to flow/pressure of pump output.  

‘Off-curve’ conditions can be identified and avoided.

Process indication:
– Torque conditions provide indication 

of excessive flow: leakage, 
nozzle-wear etc.

A 75kW pumping system installed at Drax power station 
incorporates systems for the detection of excessive nozzle 
wear in the nozzles of the cleaning lance fed by the pump.

The SR Drives® power converter not only provides the control of the 
system but can also provide condition monitoring of the pump and
process.  

Speed and torque information available within the converter is combined 
with process feedback to indicate conditions such as pipe leakage, dry 
running and even cavitation.  A variety of user accessible outputs from the 
power converter can be configured to initiate appropriate warnings or 
shut-downs as necessary.  Real-time monitoring of this sort can minimise 
the risk of potentially costly pump damage.
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What are SR Drive® Systems?What are SR DriveWhat are SR Drive®® Systems?Systems?

“Robust, high performance drive systems”.
– A system: comprising matched motor and power converter unit.
– SR: “Switched Reluctance”.
– Inherent variable speed performance.
– Manufactured to industry standard approvals.

CompAir UK utilise SR Drive® motors (RH view) and drives in 
their range of high-efficiency air-screw compressors (LH view).

SR Drive® systems comprise both a motor and power conversion unit.  
The systems are inherently variable speed in operation and offer both 
high performance and robustness.

The SR Drives® power converter is matched to the particular motor 
design in use, allowing full system performance to be specified from the 
outset.  During installation the system is effectively pre-configured and 
requires no complex tuning of the drive to suit the motor parameters.

Systems can be designed to meet a wide variety of international 
standards including those for operation in both hazardous and non-
hazardous environments.
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Robust and Reliable MotorsRobust and Reliable MotorsRobust and Reliable Motors

Rotors consist purely of a stack of steel laminations:
– No rotor bars or windings. 
– No commutators or brushes.
– Minimal rotor losses – rotating parts run cool.

Compact and independently wound stators:
– No permanent magnets. 
– Compact and robust windings. 
– No vulnerable phase overlap areas.

The simple SR Drive® rotor has many advantages over 
conventional types which utilise magnets or conductors.

SR Drive® motors are by their nature simple and reliable.  Many of the 
potentially vulnerable aspects of other motor technologies are simply not 
present in the SR Drive® motor.

The SR Drive® rotor is simplicity itself.  The rotor comprises of a stack of 
electrical steel laminations mounted directly to the shaft.  The rotor 
requires no windings or conductors of any sort and is thus absent of any 
commutators or brushes.

The SR Drive® stator is equally simple, comprising a stack of laminations 
independently wound with phase coils.  There are no permanent magnets 
or overlap areas within the windings creating a compact and robust stator 
whose form factor can easily be adapted to suit even the most demanding 
space constraints.
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High Performance Drive UnitsHigh Performance Drive UnitsHigh Performance Drive Units

Straightforward installation:
– Matched motor and drive 

designs ensure rapid 
installation.

– Full system specification 
eliminates uncertainty of 
motor/drive matching.

Minimal Product Variants:
– Universal supply voltage and 

frequency: 
one unit serves worldwide 
applications.

– Wide range of operating 
efficiency: 
one unit suits a variety of 
pumps.

SR Drives® power converter units are based on a selection 
of drive platforms tailored to meet customer requirements.

All SR Drive® systems offer variable speed control which is wholly 
independent of the electrical supply frequency.  Systems can be operated 
in a variety of different control modes including speed, torque, pressure 
and flow.  In this way the exact process demand can be met without the 
need for inefficient and sometimes complex bypass/restriction systems.

All SR Drives® power converters operate from universal mains supply 
voltages and frequencies; often allowing a single product variant to serve a 
variety of applications worldwide.
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How do SR Drive® Systems work?How do SR DriveHow do SR Drive®® Systems work?Systems work?

Operated by switching motor phases on and off in relation to 
rotor position.
Motor or braking torque is established by appropriate timing of 
the phase switching.

Schematic representation of SR Drive®

power converter and motor.

SR Motor

Vdc

0V

SR Power Converter

As their name would suggest, SR Drive® (Switched Reluctance) systems 
operate by sequentially switching a high dc voltage across individual 
phases within the motor.

Consider the diagram above, where only one motor phase is shown for 
clarity.  Upon energisation of a motor phase (a set or sets of coils around 
diagonally opposite stator poles), torque is produced such that the rotor 
poles nearest to the energised phase are attracted to the stator poles of 
that phase.  As the rotor poles ‘align’ with the stator poles, the converter 
acts to remove energisation from that phase and apply it to the next motor 
phase.  In this way positive (motoring) torque is established; negative 
(braking) torque may be similarly produced by energising the windings as 
the rotor poles move away from the stator poles.  

During the energisation period, various switching techniques are used to 
control the torque produced by the motor.  Feedback algorithms within the 
controller are then used in conjunction with a position sensor signal to 
control speed and; with appropriate external sensors, pressure, flow or 
other process variables.
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Approved Design PlatformsApproved Design PlatformsApproved Design Platforms

Standard design platforms both for motors and drives.
All platforms are listed for CE approval:

– EMC directive.
– Low voltage directive.

UL listings for sales within US and Canada as required.
ATEX compatible designs available for use in Hazardous 
area locations.

SR Drives® have wide ranging experience in the approval of their systems 
to worldwide standards for safety, performance and electromagnetic 
compatibility.  Standard platforms are fully approved for European-wide 
usage and can also be approved to UL and cUL requirements for 
applications in the US and Canada.

SR Drive® systems have been developed for operation in a variety of 
hazardous environments including stringent ‘flameproof’ requirements for 
mining applications.
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Meeting your RequirementsMeeting your RequirementsMeeting your Requirements

“SR Drives® offer our high performance drive 
technology both as standard products and bespoke 

designs for integration with your pump”. 

To find out more about how your products and applications may 
benefit from SR Drives®.

– Visit our website at www.srdrives.co.uk
– Email pumps@srdrives.co.uk requesting further information
– Call us at  01423 845300.

We welcome enquiries for both bespoke developments and applications 
built around our range of standard design platforms.  

www.srdrives.co.uk
www.emersonmotors.com
A Subsidiary of Emerson Motor Company


